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Abstract 
Kuper, G.M. and M.Y. Vardi, On the complexity of queries in the logical data model, Theoretical 
Computer Science, 116 (1993) 33-57. 
We investigate the complexity of query processing in the logical data model (LDM). We use two 
measures: data complexity, which is complexity with respect to the size of the data, and expression 
complexity, which is complexity with respect to the size of the expressions denoting the queries. Our 
investigation shows that while the operations of product and union are essentially first-order 
operations, the power set operation is inherently a higher-order operation and is exponentially 
expensive. We define a hierarchy of queries based on the depth of nesting of power set dperations 
and show that this hierarchy corresponds to a natural hierarchy of Turing machines that run in 
multiply exponential time. 
1. Introduction 
Research in database theory during the 1970s and the early 1980s has focused 
mainly on the relational model [6], probably due to its elegance and mathematical 
simplicity. This very simplicity, however, has gradually been recognized as one of the 
major disadvantages of the relational model: it forces the stored data to have a flat 
structure that real data does not always have [21,7]. This has motivated a great deal 
of research during the past decade on structured data models: the so-called semantic 
data models (cf. [l, 9, 20]), nested relations (cf. [S, 15]), and complex objects (cf. [a]). 
Continuing in this spirit, we introduced in [lS, 171 the logical data model (LDM), 
which combines and extends Jacobs’ database logic [14] and Hull and Yap’s format 
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model [13]. This model uses three basic operations to structure data: product, union, 
and power set.’ These operations can be combined not only hierarchically but also in 
a cyclic manner; LDM allows cyclicity both at the schema level and at the data level. 
An essential feature of the model is the separation between the data space and the 
address space. This separation guarantees that cyclic data have a well-defined seman- 
tics. The model also consists of a logic, in which integrity constraints can be specified, 
and a query facility, consisting of equivalent procedural (algebraic) and nonprocedural 
(calculus-like) query languages. An attractive feature of this query facility is that 
answers to queries need not be flat, i.e., relations, but can have a semantically 
motivated structure as well. Thus, for example, the answer to a query over a network 
database can also have a network structure. Note that our query language is still 
generic in the sense of Chandra and Hare1 [4]. 
Recognizing that the expressiveness of LDM may not come for free, in [19] we 
investigate the expressive power of the model. We showed there that even though the 
model is semantically powerful, it is not overly powerful so as to be intractable. This 
was demonstrated from three aspects. First, we studied the complexity of checking 
integrity constraints, and showed that it is no more difficult than checking integrity 
constraints in the relational model. Secondly, we showed that the logic of integrity 
constraints is essentially first-order. Finally, we proved the somewhat surprising result 
that, in a certain precise sense, the ability to define cycles does not add any power to 
the model. Thus, any cyclic schema can be converted to an “equivalent” acyclic 
schema. 
In this paper we continue our investigation of the expressiveness of LDM by 
studying the complexity of query processing. We use the two measures defined in [23]: 
data complexity, which is complexity with respect to the size of the data, and 
expression complexity, which is complexity with respect to the size of the expressions 
denoting the queries. Our investigation shows that while the operations of product 
and union are essentially first-order operations, the power set operation is inherently 
a higher-order operation and is exponentially expensive. We define a hierarchy of 
queries based on the depth of nesting of power set operations and show that this 
hierarchy corresponds to a natural hierarchy of Turing machines that run in multiply 
exponential time. 
Our result here should be contrasted with the results in [19], where it is shown that 
the logic of integrity constraints is essentially first-order even in the presence of power 
nodes. The reason for the contrast is that the logic of integrity constraints deals with 
existing values of power nodes, whereas the logical query language tries to create new 
values of power nodes. 
Our investigation is independent but closely related to that of Hull and SU [I 11. 
They defined a hierarchy of queries similar to ours and established upper complexity 
bounds, but provided lower complexity bounds only to the lower levels of the 
1 The product operation is called aggreyation in 1213 and composition in 1133. The union operation is 
called yeneralizution in 1211 and class$ication in [ 131. The power set operation is called collection in [13]. 
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hierarchy.2 We completely characterize the complexity of our hierarchy in terms of 
tight lower and upper bounds. Our investigation is also loosely related to that of 
Bennet [3], who characterized the models of higher-order logic in terms of construc- 
tive arithmetics. A more closely related work is that of Kfouri et al. [16]. They 
considered two hierarchies of higher-order functional programs and showed corres- 
pondence between these hierarchies and hierarchies of Turing machines that run in 
multiply exponential time and space. 
2. Basic definitions 
2.1. LDM schemas and instances 
In the logical data model (LDM), schemas are directed labelled multigraphs, with an 
additional ordering imposed on the multiset of the children of each node (y is a child of 
x if there is an edge from x to y). Each node is labelled by a type. There are four types: 
basic, denoted graphically by 0; product, denoted graphically by @ ; union, denoted 
graphically by 0; and power, denoted graphically by 0. The domains of basic nodes 
are the basic data domains of the database. The domains of product nodes are the 
cross product of the domains of successor nodes. The domains of union nodes contain 
disjoint unions of the domains of child nodes. The domains of power nodes contain 
the power sets of the domains of child nodes. Accordingly, basic nodes must be leaves, 
i.e., they must have no children, union nodes must have distinct children, and power 
nodes must have unique children. 
An instance of a schema is an assignment of a finite set of addresses to each node 
and an assignment of a data item to each address in the set. We use the notation Z(U) 
for the set of addresses assigned to a node u by an instance I. The addresses are taken 
from a set A, which is disjoint from the set D of atomic data elements. We require that 
the instances of distinct nodes be disjoint. Every address 1 points to a data value, 
denoted data(l). We require that the data value be of the correct form, depending 
upon the type of the node, as follows. If Liz, then 
(1) if v is a basic node, then data( 1) has to be an element of D, 
(2) if c’ is a product node with successors ul, . . ..v., data(l) has to be a tuple 
(11, . . . . l,), where ljEZ(vj), for 1 d j<n, 
(3) if v is a union node with successors u 1, . . , u,, then data (1) has to be a member of 
IJy=r I(Uj), and 
(4) if v is a power node with successor w, then data(l) has to be a subset of I(w). 
For more formal definitions and several examples the reader is referred to [lS, 171. 
2.2. LDM logic 
Let S be a schema. We define a many-sorted logic .9’(S) over S. Each variable in 
9(S) has a sort, where the sorts are the nodes of S. The sorts restrict the possible 
‘A more recent paper by Hull and Su [12] also provides lower bounds for their model. 
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values that the variables can take. For example, if x is a variable of type v, then x can 
assume only addresses in Z(v). We shall usually subscript a variable with its sort, e.g., 
x,, . We also use the elements of D as constants of 9 (S), with the convention that these 
constants always denote themselves. 
The atomic formulas of 5!(S) are of the following types: 
(1) x” %Yw, where w is a product node and v is its tth child, meaning that x, is the 
tth component of Yw’s data value; 
(2) x,py,, where w is a union node and 11 is one of its children, meaning that x, is 
equal to y,‘s data value; 
(3) X,EY,? where w is a power node and o is its child, meaning that x, is a member 
of y,‘s data value; 
(4) x”=Y”, with the obvious meaning; 
(5) x, =dYw, meaning that x, and y, have the same data value, and x, = d c, where 
u is a basic node and CED, meaning that c is the data value of x,. 
Formulas are defined from atomic formulas by means of propositional connectives 
and individual quantifiers. The semantics is defined in the standard way. If 
co(xc.I, ..., xc,) is a formula, then I I= cp (II, . . ,1,,) means that cp is satisfied by I when li 
is assigned to x,, . 
We shall use the following abbreviations. 
Definition 2.1. (1) “x, =d(x,f,, . . . . x;J’, where v is a node of type 0 with children 
vr, . . . . v,, will mean “xtl nI x, A ... A xI~~~~X,.” 
(2) When v is a node of type 0 with child w, 
(a) x, =d{x,} means (Vx~)(xlEx,++x~,=x,), and 
(b) sinyleton(x,) means (~x,~)(x, =d {xw}). 
2.3. Logical query language 
In the relational model the result of a query is a relation. By analogy, we expect that, 
in LDM, the result of a query will be an LDM instance. The definitions that follow are 
guided by this intuition. 
For the result of the query to be an LDM instance, the query has to have a schema. 
Let S and S’ be schemas with node sets V and V’, respectively. We say that S’ extends 
S if V is a subset of v’, and the restriction of S’ to V is equal to S (i.e., S’ does not 
contain “new” edges between nodes of S). Also, an instance I’ on S’ extends an 
instance I on S if it agrees with I on V. A query Q over a schema S with node set 
V consists of a schema S’ with node set V’ that extends S, a linear order < on v’ - V 
and an assignment of a formula cp” to each node v in V’- V such that: 
(1) if v is a child of w, where v and w are nodes in V- V, then v < w, 
(2) (pO has precisely one free variable and its sort is v, and 
(3) if cpv contains a bound variable Y,, then either w is a node in V or w is a node in 
V’and W-KU. 
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We call the nodes in I”- V the new nodes. The intuition is that the order < is the 
order in which we define the result of the query on the new nodes. Each formula cpV 
defines the set content of u in terms of the contents of database nodes and of the nodes 
that precede v. Note that the requirement that edges between nodes in I” - V respect 
the order < implies that directed cycles are impossible in the “query schema”. For 
a discussion of this, see [ 18, 173. To define the semantics of queries, we first define the 
semantics of simple queries. Simple queries are queries where the schema contains only 
a single new node. 
Let Q be a simple query with schema S’, node set V’, where I” - I/= {u}, and 
a formula cp,(xc.) associated with v. Let I be an instance of S. We say that r is 
a candidate data value for Q and I if the following holds: Let I’ be an extension of I to 
S’, where I’(u)= {1} and data(l)=r. Then I’I= q(l). Note that the choice of 1 is quite 
arbitrary, and it is data(/) that is important. We now define Q(1) as an instance I’ of 
S that extends I such that all elements of I’(u) have distinct data values and the set of 
data values for addresses in I’(v) is precisely the set of candidate data values for Q and 
1. In other words, the result of the query is a minimal set of addresses that point to all 
candidate data values. 
To define the semantics of nonsimple queries we use the fact that, because of the 
order -C that is part of the query, we can view a nonsimple query as a chain of simple 
queries. The result of the query can now be defined by induction on the length of the 
chain. 
We define several measures for syntactic complexity of queries. For simplicity, we 
assume that the formulas associated with nodes in the query schema are in prenex 
normal form. 
Definition 2.2. The alternation depth of a formula cp is the number of alternations of 
quantifiers in the formula. 
For example, the sequence, 3 has one alternation, and the sequence 3V33 has three. 
Definition 2.3. Let ul,. . . , v, be the new nodes of a query Q, and let vk be the top power 
node (i.e., vi, . . . . ok _ 1 are not power nodes). Then: 
(1) The alternation depth of Q is the sum of the alternation depths of cp”, . . . , spur_ I. 
(2) Q is existential if the quantifier prefix of cp”, starts with an existential quantifier, 
and Q is universal if the quantifier prefix of cpU1 starts with a universal quantifier. 
If u1 is the top power node, then Q has alternation depth 0, and is both existential 
and universal. 
Definition 2.4. Let Q be a query. Then: 
(1) The product depth of Q is the number of product nodes among the new nodes. 
(2) The power depth of Q is the number of power nodes among the new nodes. 
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Definition 2.5. Let Q be a query. Then: 
(1) power (1) denotes the class of queries with power depth at most 1 (13 0). 
(2) Spower(k, 1) denotes the class of existential queries of alternation depth at most 
k and power depth at most 1. Analogously, V-power(k, 1) denotes the class of universal 
queries of alternation depth at most k and power depth at most 1. 
(3) Spewer-product(k, 1, m) denotes the class of existential queries of alternation 
depth at most k, power depth at most 1, and product depth at most m, and analogously 
for V-power-product(k, 1, m). 
When Q has no power nodes, the alternation depth in these definitions is the sum of 
the alternation depths of all the query formulas. 
2.4. Alternating Turing machines 
An alternating Turing machine (ATM) [S] is a Turing machine in which every state 
is either existential or universaL3 Intuitively, a state is existential if it is sufficient that 
there is some move from that state that leads to acceptance, and it is universal if it is 
necessary that all moves from that state lead to acceptance. An ATM is a generaliz- 
ation of the notion of a nondeterministic TM, where the basic assumption is that 
a configuration may have several successor configurations. A classical nondeterminis- 
tic TM is a special case of an ATM where all the states are existential. Furthermore, if 
a TM is deterministic, one can label all its states as existential, or as universal. 
Formally, an acceptance of an input by an ATM M is a tree of configurations (see 
Definition 2.10) in which the following holds: 
(1) The root is the initial configuration. 
(2) All leaves are accepting configurations. 
(3) For each interior node, all its children are successor configurations. 
(4) If an interior node is existential, then it has precisely one child; if it is universal, 
then it has a child for each successor configuration. 
The depth of the acceptance is the length of the longest branch. The alternation 
depth of the acceptance is the maximal number of alternations between existential and 
universal states along a branch. Note that several acceptance trees may exist. 
A computation of M is a sequence of successive configurations. An initial computa- 
tion is a computation such that the first configuration is the starting configuration. An 
accepting computation is a computation such that the last configuration is an 
accepting configuration. Every path in an acceptance tree is both a starting and 
accepting computation, but not vice versa ~ a starting and accepting computation 
may appear in no acceptance tree. 
Definition 2.6. Let M be an ATM. Then: 
(1) M accepts in time g(n), for a function y, if, for every x accepted by M, there is an 
acceptance of depth at most g( 1 xl), where 1x1 is the size of x. 
3 For a basic introduction to machine-based complexity theory, see [lo] 
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(2) M accepts in k alternations if, for every x accepted by M, there is an acceptance 
of alternation depth at most k. 
(3) M accepts in a linear number ofalternations if there is a constant c such that, for 
every x accepted by M, there is an acceptance of alternation depth at most ~1x1. 
We define a sequence of families of functions Gl as follows: Go is the family of all 
polynomial functions. Inductively, G. ,+ 1 is the family of all functions 2g, where g E: Gi. 
Thus, G1 is the family of all exponential functions, G2 is the family of all doubly 
exponential functions, etc. 
Definition 2.7. (1) CL denotes the class of languages accepted by alternating Turing 
machines in time g(n) for some g E G1 and in k alternations starting from an existential 
configuration. 
(2) II: denotes the class of languages accepted by alternating Turing machines in 
time g(n) for g E GI and in k alternations starting from a universal configuration. 
CL and IIb are the corresponding languages for deterministic TMs (0 alternations). 
In particular, the sequences Cp, i30, lip, i31, are known as the polynomial 
hierarchy [22]. It is known that C: is strictly contained in Cy’ and, similarly, II\ 
is strictly contained in fI:’ ’ [lo]. Thus, the hierarchies CL and II: are at least of 
height w. 
Definition 2.8. AIt:, denotes the class of languages accepted by alternating Turing 
machines in time g(n) for gEGI in a linear number of alternations [24]. 
The next two definitions are needed for the proof of our theorems. 
Definition 2.9. {f;(n)} is the sequence of functions defined as follows: &(n) = n and 
h+i(n)=2J”“‘. 
Definition 2.10. Let M be an ATM. Then: 
(1) A symbol is either a tape symbol or a composite symbol, i.e., a pair consisting of 
a state of M and a tape symbol. 
(2) A configuration of M is a sequence of symbols, one of which is a composite 
symbol that represents the state of M and the location of its head. 
(3) Let RM be a 4-ary relation over symbols, with the property that whenever 
a= a,, . , a,,, and 6= b,, . . ., b, encode configurations of M, b is a successor of u iff 
<ai- 1, ai, ai+ 1, bi )E RM for 1 <i < m. The existence of such an RM follows from the 
fact that the action of a Turing machine depends only on the state of the machine, and 
the contents of the tape at the location of the head. 
(4) V, denotes the set of universal symbols, i.e., pairs of universal states of M and 
tape symbols. Similarly, 3, denotes the set of existential symbols, and accepting 
denotes the set of accepting symbols. 
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3. Complexity of queries 
The complexity of query evaluation can be measured in three different ways [23]. 
First, one can fix a query Q and ask about the complexity of evaluating Q on different 
databases, where the complexity is measured with respect to the size of the data. This 
complexity measure is called data complexity. (We assume some standard encoding for 
database instances; so, it is meaningful to talk about the size of an instance.) Second, 
one can fix an instance I and ask about the complexity of evaluating different queries 
on I, where the complexity is measured with respect to the size of the expressions 
denoting the queries. This complexity measure is called expression complexity. Finally, 
combined complexity is measured with respect to the combined size of the data and the 
expressions denoting the queries. We focus here on data and expression complexity. 
As an illustration, let us first focus on evaluation of simple queries. To study the 
data complexity, we fix a simple query Q with new node v. We then consider the set 
cand(Q)={ (r, I): r is a candidate data value for Q and Ii. 
The following proposition follows from the results in 1191 (see also [4]). 
Proposition 3.1. For every simple query Q, the set cand(Q) is in LOGSPACE. 
Thus, the data complexity of simple queries is LOGSPACE. 
To study expression complexity we fix a database schema S and an instance 1. We 
then consider the set 
cund(Z)={ (r, Q): Q IS a simple query and r is a candidate data value for 
Q and I}. 
The following proposition follows from the results in [19] 
Proposition 3.2. For every dutabuse schema S and every instance I, the set cund(l) is in 
PSPACE. Furthermore, there is a database schema S and an instance I such that cund (I) 
is PSPACE-complete. 
Thus, the expression complexity of simple queries is PSPACE. 
Note that, by considering the sets cund(Q) and cund(I), we have converted the 
query evaluation problem to a language membership problem. This enables us to talk 
about the complexity of query evaluation of simple queries independently of the size of 
the result of the query. A slightly different approach is to use Boolean queries [4]. The 
result of a Boolean query is a yes/no answer. We can view an arbitrary query as 
a Boolean query in the following manner. Let Q be a query, let v be the maximal new 
node, and let I’ be the result of applying Q to an instance I. If I’(v) is nonempty, then 
we say that the result is positive. If Z’(v) is empty, then the result is negative. 
This is closely related to the previous language problem. Indeed, to check non- 
emptiness, all we have to do is guess an answer, and then check that it is indeed an 
answer. For an ATM starting in an existential state, such a guess costs only one move. 
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Definition 3.3. Let Q be a query, let Y be a class of queries, and let V be a complexity 
class. Then: 
(1) answer(Q) is the set of instances Z such that the result of applying Q to I is 
positive. 
(2) The data complexity of Y is in g if, for every Q in Y, the set answer(Q) is in %‘. 
(3) Y is data-complete for V? if(i) the data complexity of Y is in V and (ii) there is 
a query Q in Y such that answer(Q) is logspace-complete for %. 
Definition 3.4. Let I be an instance, and let Y be a class of queries. Then: 
(1) answer,(Z) is the set of queries Q in Y such that the result of applying Q to I is 
positive. 
(2) The expression complexity of Y is in %7 if, for every instance I, the set answer v(Z) 
is in %?. 
(3) Y is expression-complete for V if(i) the expression complexity of Y is in +8 and (ii) 
there is an instance Z such that answery(Z) is logspace-complete for V. 
4. The data complexity of LDM queries 
We first consider queries without power nodes. A straightforward generalization of 
the proof in [19] shows the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. The data complexity of the class power(O) is in LOGSPACE. 
Thus, product and union nodes do not increase the data complexity of query 
evaluation; essentially, both product and union are first-order operations. 
We now consider queries with power nodes. 
Theorem 4.2. For any I> 0 and k > 0: 
(1) Zf k is even, then the class 3-power(k, 1) is data-complete for CL- ‘. 
(2) Zf k is odd, then the class V-power(k, 1) is data-complete for II:-‘. 
Furthermore, the upper bounds hold for all k. 
Proof. We first prove the upper bound. We prove this bound by induction on 1, the 
number of power nodes in the query. 
We start with the base case, when I= 1. First, observe that if the top node is the only 
power node, then, since the database for all nodes below this node is constructed, 
checking if a value is a candidate value is in logspace in the size of the constructed 
database and the value. It follows that guessing a value and checking it can be done in 
polynomial time. Furthermore, since being a candidate can be checked within this 
bound by a deterministic machine, the computation segment that performs such 
checking can be considered both existential and universal (or as 0 alternations). In 
other words, it can be attached to either an existential leaf or a universal leaf in an 
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acceptance tree, and in both cases the number of alternations is not increased. We use 
this technique in the proof. 
Let Q be a query with exactly one power node, whose top formula starts with an 
existential quantifier. We show how to construct an ATM that tests whether the result 
of Q is empty in polynomial time with k alternations, starting from an existential 
configuration. 
Checking nonemptiness is done by (1) guessing a value that is an instance of the 
domain of the type of u (the domain is constructed from the database we have 
constructed, using the structure of the types from vk down; obviously, not all elements 
in this domain are candidate data values), then (2) checking if it is a candidate data 
value for v (this also shows that testing nonemptiness is very close, in terms of 
complexity, to that of the original formulation of the problem, namely that of 
c&(Q)). 
Let v, be the unique power node in Q. We first evaluate Q at all the nodes 
vk+ 1,. , v, that precede v, in Q. Since the data complexity of Q restricted to these 
nodes is LOGSPACE, and since the number of possible values for an instance of 
a nonpower node is at most polynomial in the size of the instances of its children, it 
follows that this restricted query can be evaluated in (nonalternating) polynomial 
time. 
Let us start with a naive description of how to test for the nonemptiness of Q. This 
could be done by having the machine guess a value for the top node vi, and then 
entering a procedure that checks if this value is in the answer Q(Z). If v,= vi, we are 
done. If not, we evaluate the truth of the query formula for vi, with x,, equal to the 
value we just guessed. This is done as follows: (1) The base case, where the formula has 
no quantifiers, is straightforward. (2) Otherwise, we scan the quantifier chain from the 
left, and do the following. If the quantifier is existential (universal) the machine goes 
into an existential (universal) state, and then guesses a value for the variable. If the 
variable is a database type, or a type preceding the power node, it simply checks that it 
is in the given or computed database. Otherwise, it checks that it is a candidate data 
value, essentially by calling itself recursively. If all these guesses are successful, then we 
have assignments of values for all variables of the formula. The machine then 
computes and returns the truth value. 
A note about guessing a value for a type L’j, j< k: Such a value is constructed from 
values of Uj+ 1 by a product construction (or a variant construction). Hence, guessing 
such a value implies guessing a fixed number of values in the domain of Uj+ 1, and SO 
on. Each of those, down to a fixed number of values for us, needs to be checked as well. 
Altogether, the number of values to be checked in a computation is fixed, and since the 
basis (checking for cs) is polynomial, so is the complete computation. 
This concludes the naive construction. However, there is one problem: The number 
of quantifier alternations may be too high. 
To correct this, first observe that although a typical formula may have, e.g., the form 
Vx,, 3x_ cp, in reality, we are evaluating the formula V.X~,~ E I (vj) 3x,, ~1 (v2) cp, since for 
the nodes ui, . . . . z/k we have domains, the I-sets are subsets of those domain, and the 
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semantics of our quantifiers is that they range only over the Z-sets. Indeed, we guess 
values in the domains, then check they satisfy the bounds on the quantifiers. But, for 
bounded quantifiers, we can move the bounds forward. For the formula above, we 
have an equivalent formula 
~X”,3X,,(X”,E~(UJ)-‘(X”,E~(U2) * cp)). 
In other words, we first guess the values, each in the appropriate existential/universal 
state, then check that they are in the I-sets, and in the rest of the body. 
The second problem is the following: We might have, e.g., two values of v2 and, 
therefore, we will still need to evaluate the formula for u2 twice, thus doubling the 
number of alternation it contributes. Observe, however, that if the values are, say, 
tl, t2, we will then be checking cp,,(tl) and cp”, (tl ). If, for example, (pv2 is 3yVz$, 
then we can check instead the combined formula 3y,3y2VzlVz2~(yl,z,,t,) A 
$(y2, z2, t,). In other words, we use one existential state for guessing two values for 
the two y’s, then one universal state for guessing two z’s; so, in the final count, we 
include the number of alternations of (pl?* precisely once. As we proceed towards uk, we 
accumulate values from many guesses, that logically belong to different invocations of 
the basic procedure of the machine. Using these techniques, they can all be treated in 
parallel, concluding the proof for 1= 1. 
We now assume that the result holds for all 1’ < 1. If Q has I power nodes, we first 
evaluate the query on all the nodes that precede the top power node v. The number of 
possible values for the instances of the nodes that precede v is at most g(n), for some 
g in G1 _ 1. By the inductive assumption, the restricted query has data complexity 
Xi;” (or II:;‘) for some k’. From this, it follows that the restricted query can be 
evaluated in CL-l (or IIb- ’ ). The proof now proceeds as for the base case. 
For the lower bound, we focus on the proof for Spower(k, I), where k is even. The 
proof for V-power(k, 1) is similar. Let M be an ATM that runs in time J(n) and in 
k alternations, such that the language accepted by M is X:-complete. Let a = a,, . . . , a, 
be an input of length n. 
We construct an LDM schema and query, together with a logspace mapping of the 
input tape into an instance of the schema, such that the result of the query is 
nonempty precisely when the ATM accepts the given input. 
The database schema consists of the nodes ul, u2, u3 and u4 in Fig. 1, and the query 
schema consists of the remaining nodes in the figure. The domain D is the set of 
integers together with all the symbols of M. We map the input a into an instance I of 
S as follows: 
(1) I(u,) contains addresses with the data values 0, . . ..n- 1. 
(2) I(u2) encodes the linear order on the elements of ul. This means that it contains 
addresses with data values (11, 12), whenever I, and l2 in Z(ul) satisfy data(l,)< 
data(12). 
(3) I(u3) contains addresses with the symbols of M as data values. 
(4) I(u,) encodes the input string a. This means that it contains addresses with the 
data values (i, Ui), for i=O, . . . . n- 1. 
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Fig. 1. Query schema 
We now define the query formulas. As we do so, we also show what the result of the 
query at each node means in terms of the original ATM. 
The maximum number of steps ,f;(n) that M is allowed to take is a bound on the size 
of the tape. We first show how to count up to h(n). 
If vi, . , uI are as in Fig. 1, and each cpV, (x,~) is a tautology, then I(u,) contains 
exactlyf,(n) elements. In order to simulate an ATM, we need an ordering of these 
elements, which is constructed as follows. From the definition of the database 
instance, Z(u2) contains a total order on the elements of Z(ui). By induction, we 
construct a total order on the elements of each I(Q), and store this order at r(uF). For 
uniformity, we use u. and ug to refer to the nodes u1 and u2. We shall use x,‘, <xz, as 
an abbreviation for (3x,:) (xl.: = d (x,‘, , xf,)). The formula cpU:(x,:), for i= 1, . ,1, is 
defined as 
+(i singleton(yk,) A 1 sing/eton(yzL) A (3y,L_,) 
((vyb,_,)(Yb~~,<y,,~, -(y:,_,EYa,ctyb,~,EY~,) 
A (YIL,Ey:J A (Y,,_,$Y,‘,)))) 
v (singleton(Y~J A i singleton(ytz)) 
v (3y~c_,,y~t_,)(yl!z =d{YA,-Il 
f’Y:i =c~{Y:,-l} “Y,‘,-,<Yk,)). 
Intuitively, this formula says that a pair (1i, 12) is in l(tlr) (i.e., 1i < 12) whenever (a) 
the sets that they represent are not singletons, (b) these sets are equal for all elements 
less than y,, , and (c) the first element for which they differ is in the second set, but not 
in the first. We require, however, that all singleton sets precede all other sets in the 
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order. The reason for the special treatment of singleton sets is to enable us to embed 
the input string easily in the tape. 
Lemma 4.3. For all i between 1 and 1, we have the following: 
(1) The relation < defined above is a total order on I(vF). 
(2) lf the data values in Z(vfLI) are (in order) dI, . . ..d., then thefirst elements in the 
order at I(vr) are Id,}, . . . . {d,}. 
We define the successor relation succ(x, y) as an abbreviation for 
x<y A @z)(x<z<y). 
w0 is used to store information about certain parts of computations of the ATM, 
those that have no alternation. Specifically, it says whether this part of the computa- 
tion is a starting, accepting, universal or existential computation. We encode this 
information as follows. cpw, (x,,) is the formula x,, = ,, 0 v ... v x,, = d 7. Then, if we 
represent these numbers in binary, those with least significant bit equal to 1 corres- 
pond to starting computations, etc. We define the following formulas: 
starting(x,,)-(x,,=dl v ~,~=~3 v ~,~=~5 v ~,,=~7), 
accept(x,,)-(x,, =d2 v x,, =d3 v x,,,=d6 v x,, =d7), 
universal-code(x,,) = (x,, = d4 v x,, = d 5 v x,, = d 6 v xWO = d 7), 
existential-code(x,,)-(x,, =dO v x,,, =d 1 v x,, =d2 v x,,=d3). 
qo,, is a tautology. The data values in I(w,) are all tuples of the form (i,j, iO, j,, c, b). 
Such a tuple will be interpreted as saying that tape cell j contains symbol c at time i. 
The arguments i0 and j, are used to store the beginning and ending times of 
a (alternation-free) computation. b encodes information about this computation, as 
explained above. We compute and store this information explicitly at this node (even 
though it could be derived from the values of i, j and c) in order to reduce the number 
of alternations of quantifiers at the top node w3. 
The data elements in I (wz) represent valid alternation-free computations of length 
at most A(n). To define cpw,, we first define the formulas universal (xv’, , xzl, z,,) and 
existential (x:, , x2,, z,,). These formulas mean that zwl encodes a computation from 
time x:, to time x,ZI, all of whose states (except possibly the last one) are universal or 
existential, respectively. It is important to note that all the tuples in such a set have the 
same third, fourth and sixth components (iO, j, and b) above. universal (xv’, , x2,, z,,) is 
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the conjunction of the following formulas: 
(1) For all ?c3 between x1 and x2 and for all x4 between 0 and fr(n), there is a unique 
symbol x’ such that the tuple (x3, x4,. x1, x2, x’, *) is in duta(~,,).~ Formally, 
(Vx,“,)(‘dx~,)(xb,~xx;l,<xf, 
-(3!X1,)(3Y,,)(3Y:,,)(Y,,,,Ez,, 
* J,,,, =d - I’,> (x3 x2, > xi, 2 x:1, XL,, Aw))). 
(2) Each tuple in data(z,,,) has the desired third and fourth components, i.e., 
(V’YW, > -2, > X:,)(J’,,EZ,“* A x,“, 7LJJ’w, A .x$, 7c4yw, -+xf, =.x,t, A .x:,=x;,,. 
(3) All tuples (x3,j, *, *, c, *) in data(z,,,) have x3 between x1 and x2, i.e., 
(V’yw,)(Vx;f,)(r,,EZ,,, A x:,xlL.W’, -xt,<x;l,dx,Z,). 
(4) The next clause says that z,, encodes a computation of M. This means that 
whenever x3 and x4 satisfy x ’ <x3 <x2 and 1 <x4 <J(n), and the tuple (x3, x4- 1, 
xl, x2,x’, *), (x3,x4, x1, x2,.x”, *), and (x3, x4+ 1, x,, x2,x”‘, *) are all in data(z,,), 
then there is some symbol x”” such that (x’, x”, x”‘, x”“)ER~ and such that 
(x3+ 1, x4, x1, x2, XI”‘,*) is also in duta(z,,,,). T o encode this, we use the notation 
xcRw as a shorthand for the LDM formula that is the disjunction of x =dr for all r in 
RM. Formally, 
=d c&Y,> xzl> XL,, x,2,, x:l:‘, JG)) 
A (dutu(x~,), dutu(x:‘,), dutu(x:‘;), dutu(x:‘:“))ER,v))). 
(5) All the states in the computation (except possibly the last one) are universal, i.e., at 
each time one symbol (the one representing the tape together with the head) in the 
computation is universal. Formally, 
(VX,“,)(Xf,<X~,<Xfl 
4 We use * as a “don’t care” symbol in informal explanations such as this 
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(xd’,, XE3, and xEaccepting are shorthands for LDM formulas, analogous to 
XER, above). 
(6) All the w,-values in a computation are equal. Furthermore, they all represent 
universal computations. Note that the last state in such a computation may be 
existential, but the value of x& for such a computation is still universal, since this node 
contains information about the entire computation, not this specific state. Formally, 
(v’y;.,, Y?,, &, Xf&)(Y:.,Gv, A Yf&sv* * KfdkLYL,, A d”%Y& 
-+.yl - ’ M’o --dd, A universal-code(x~,)). 
(7) A computation is accepting iff at time xt, ’ it is in an accepting state, i.e., 
(3y,,)(3X,,)(y,,EZ,, A xw,7c6Yw, A acce~t(Xw,)) 
t, (3Y,,)(3x:,)(Y,,,Ez,,, A x,i, 712YWl A x:, =5 Yw, * x:,-ccqm?J. 
(8) The final clause says when a computation z,, is a starting computation. This 
means that the computation starts at time 0, the first n tape positions agree with the 
input, and the remainder of the tape contains the blank symbol 1. 
(3YwI)(3xWo)(YwIEZW2 * Xwo~6Ywl A ~f~r~~~~(Xw~o)) 
++VYw, 9 X”,, x l+,,...,XPj, Xw)(Yw,EZw~ A Xw7c3Yw, 
AX”l=d\ ‘XL,,_,} A .‘. A x,, =d(X,,} 
A X,, = d IX”, I A Xu, =dO) 
A Plyw, 3 Xc,, X 
I I 
“I_, , . . , X”, 3 X”, 5 X”l> X0,_ 1 > . . . > X”, 9 X,, > ’ XII,) 
(Yw, EZW, * x!J,n5Ylv, A x”,=zYw, A X”l =d{X”lm,l 
A ... A X,, =d{&,} AX,, =,&,,,} 
A X;,z7c1j’,, A XL, =d(X;,_,} A “. A X;, =d{X:,} A Xi>, =d 
A X:, =dO+(3Xu,)(Xu, =d(Xw, xu,))) 
A (@Yw, 5 X 
I r 
lx:, 1 
Vl,.&_,, . . ..Xt’llXUI.XVI,XLi,_,,...,XV1, ’ d,) 
(Yw,~Z,AXv~~2yw,AXvr=d{X”~-,}A’.’AX~~=d{X~~} 
A Xv, =d{Xu,} 
A x:,%Yw, A x:, = d{X:,_,)A”‘AX:~=d(X~,~ 
AX;, =d{X;,} A Xi, =dO) 
+(vXu3)(Xu~%Yw, -+x,, =dl)). 
existential(xh,, xi,, z,,) is defined in a similar way. The formula (pWz(zW2) is then 
(3~~,,)(3x~,)(existential(x~,, xil, zWz) v uniuersal(xk,, x$,, z,,)). 
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Lemma 4.4. Let 1 be a data value in I (w2). Then all elements 1’ of 1 have the same third, 
fourth and sixth components, say iO,jO and b. 1 describes a computation with no 
alternations, from time i0 to time j,. Furthermore, starting(b) holds ifSthe computation is 
a starting one, and similarly for accept(b), universal-code(b) and existential-code(b). 
To complete the proof, we want Z(w3) to be nonempty iff M accepts the input a in 
time J(n) and k alternations. The formula (pWj(xn.,) has the form 
(Since k is even, the last quantifier is V.) 
The formula $ is the conjunction of: 
(l) (V%,)(vY~~, )(Y,&&, A xw,7164’w, -+starting(x,,,,)). This means that y& en- 
codes a starting computation. 
(2) (V’x,,)(v’y,,)(Y,,EYk,, A %w,~~~w, + accept (x,,)). This means that yk, encodes 
an accepting computation. 
(3) YE’ encodes a computation that continues the computation encoded by yi,, 
i.e.. 
Note that the last configuration of a universal computation can match the first 
configuration of an existential one, since we defined a universal configuration as one 
such that all its states, except possibly the last one, are universal. 
(4) The node ~2~:’ encodes an existential computation if and only if the computa- 
tion encoded by yt, is universal, and vice versa. Formally, 
(V&v, > yw, . XL, > ~‘w,)(~J’w,dv, A xw,n6yw, A yi&Y:,:’ A &,%Yiv,) 
+ (existential-code(x,,)++universal-code(x5,))) 
for i=l,...,k-1. 
Finally, note that $ can be written in prenex normal form, using only universal 
quantifiers. Therefore, the alternation depth of the query is k. 
The upper bound in Theorem 4.1 holds for all k. However, for odd k (the J-classes) 
and even k (the V-classes) we still have a gap between upper and lower bounds. 
The following corollary follows immediately by counting the number of product 
nodes in Fig. 1. 
Corollary 4.5. For any k > 0, 1~0, and m > 1, the class 3-power-product (k, 1, m) is 
data-complete for CL-‘, when k is even, and the class V-power-product(k, 1, m) is 
data-complete for Hi- ‘, when k is odd. 
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Fig. 2. Query schema. 
It follows from the above theorem and corollary that product depth does not have 
a significant impact on data complexity. 
5. The expression complexity of LDM queries 
5.1. Queries without power nodes 
Theorem 5.1. The class power(O) is expression-complete for Alt,!,“. 
Proof. The upper bound is similar to Theorem 4.2, and we focus on the lower bound. 
Let L be an arbitrary language recognized by an ATM in time fr (n) and a linear 
number of alternations. We want to reduce it to a class of Boolean queries over a fixed 
database. That is, from each string s, we create a query Q, such that SEL iff Q(Z) is 
nonempty. We shall do this in such a way that Q contains all the information about 
the given machine and the given input s (and, therefore, its size depends on the size 
of s). This implies that Q does not depend on the contents of the database I, and gives 
the same result on each database. We can, therefore, w.l.o.g, take I to be the empty 
database. 
Assume that the given machine accepts in at most CIZ alternations. Let s be given 
such that its size is n, and let k = cn. We first construct a new machine that encodes the 
input s in its memory. This new machine does not read its input. It writes s on its 
working tape (from its memory), and then proceeds to simulate the original machine. 
Of course, its size is a (linear) function of n, and it has a unique computation. 
From this machine, we construct Q, as follows. The first two nodes in Q are the 
nodes u1 and u2 in Fig. 2. The domain D will be the set containing the numbers 0 
and 1, all the symbols of M, and two special symbols 3 and V. 
(p”,(x,,) is the formula x =dO v x =dl, i.e., Z(u,) contains addresses with the data 
values 0 and 1. Z(u,) contains addresses with the symbols of M as data values. The 
formula (pu2 is a straightforward disjunction over these values (of linear size in M ). 
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The nodes v~,...,u,_~ form a stack of product nodes of height n, where ur is 
a product of u1 with itself, and ui is a product of u1 and ri_ I for 1 <i<n. Thus, an 
element in I(u,) can be viewed as an (m+ 1)-tuple over 0, 1, i.e., a binary number 
between 0 and 2”‘+‘- 1. 
We need a successor relation between the elements of I(v,_,). We do not need 
a node to store this order, since we can express the order directly as an LDM formula, 
as follows. Intuitively, a number k is a successor of 1 if there is some position i in their 
binary representation such that (a) all bits to the left of i are equal (b) in the ith 
position, I has a 0 and k has a 1, and (c) in all positions to the right of i, I has ones and 
k has zeros. The formal definition of SUCC(X,~_ i, yvn_ 1 ) is 
(&Gl =dK1, x,_,) A ... A xr2 =&$,x,,) A x,, =dxlf,, x,“,) 
A Yv,- I =d(Y:; 1 > Yr,-2) * ... AY,,=d(YuZpYJ AYvl =d(Yull,YuO,) 
A ..’ A x,0, =d 1 A yp =do A “. A yu”, ZdO)). 
Note that the size of this formula is O(n2). This could be improved to a linear size 
formula, using standard techniques. 
The nodes wl, . . . , w2n form a stack of product nodes of height 2n, where wr is 
a product of u2 with itself, and Wi is a product of U’i~ 1 with itself for 1 <id II 
(W,+1,...,W2n are described below). Thus, an element in I(w,) can be viewed as 
a 2”-tuple of symbols of M. 
The nodes pl,..., pn are meant to describe the content of the configurations 
described by wr , . . . , w,. Intuitively, if (c(, fi, 7) is a data value in I(p,), then the 
configuration described by x contains the data value of y in the position described 
by P. 
The node p1 is a product node of wr , ul, and u2, and pi, I< i < n, is a product node 
of wi, vi-r, and u2 (in that order). The query formulas for the pi’s are as follows. 
4np, (xPl ) is 
ft.‘,, =d”-+& =x,,) A (x,, =d 1 -yu’, =x,,))). 
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For nodes pi, where 1 < i<n, CP,,(X,,) is 
~~~,~,~“,_,,~,,~Yow,_,,Y~,_~~~~,~~~,_~~ 
(xp,=d(x,,,x,,_,,x,,) A X,i=d(Y~i_,,Y~,_l)AX”,_, =&:,>L) 
A bu”, =d0+(3Yp,_l)(Yp,-, =d(YOw,_,,z,l,_*,Xuz))) 
A (zu”, =dl -+(3ypi_,)(Tpi_I =d(YLi_,,Z:,_2> X”,)))). 
Lemma 5.2. Let I be a member of I@,), and let d&1(1)=(x, p, y), where c(EI(w,), 
/~EI (v,_,) and YEI( Then the configuration described by 51 contains the data value 
of y in the position described by 8. 
Since a configuration of M can be described by a sequence of 2” symbols, we can 
view an element in I(w,+,) as a sequence of 2” configurations. These nodes will be 
used to describe legal computations of M. The third component w. tells us what type 
of computation (existential or universal) we are considering. Since, ultimately, our 
goal is to “piece together” alternation-free computations (each of length less than 2”) 
and since each w,+, holds sequences of length precisely 2”, we shall allow repeating 
states in the computation to “pad” it out to the desired length. 
The node w describes legal transitions of M. Intuitively, cpW asserts that if Ill, 
where data(l)=(a, fl), 11, . . . . l,~l(p,), where datU(li)=(g, yi, ai), for lGib3, and 
data(l,)=(p, y2, b), and yi, y2, y3 represent successive integers, then (a,, u2, u3, b)c 
R,. Furthermore, any transition from a state to itself is legal. Formally, cp,(x,) is 
Lemma 5.3. Let 1 be a member ofI with data(l)=(a, fi). Then the conjiguration B is 
a legal successor to the conjiguration CI, or CI = fl. 
The nodes w,+~,..., wzll are used to encode legal alternation-free configuration 
sequences. The node w. says whether these sequences are universal or existential. 
~~~(x,,,,,) is, therefore, (x,,E 3) v (x~,EV). The nodes s,+ 1, . . . , s2n describe the first 
configurations of the configuration sequences described by the corresponding Wi’s. 
Similarly, the nodes t,+ 1, . . . , t2,, describe the last configurations of the sequences 
described by the Wi’s. The order in which we define the formulas for these nodes is 
W”Cl>~“Cl, n+l,.‘., t WZn, SZn, t2n. 
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%+I+, GL + 1 ) is the conjunction of two parts. The first part says that the computa- 
tion at w, + I is valid: 
(%v, Y!u~,Y~n,YWO)(&v,+l =d(YL,> Y&9 YW,) A & =d(YL,, Y$ )). 
The second part of qW,+, says that the computation is alternation-free. The expres- 
sions x,, EVA and x,, E ZIM will be abbreviations for the disjunction of x,, = ds over all 
universal or existential symbols s, as before. For simplicity, we assume that all 
symbols that do not include the machine states are both universal and existential. The 
computation is existential iff all its states are existential, i.e., 
(~x~o)(%v,,~3xw,,+~ %v, =d3) 
-(bk,> .kt,> Y;,,, Y;,,, x,Iz,x,2,> .h,)(xw,+ I =d(yb!h, Yin* ht,) 
A x:,%.Y;, A Y!v, 711 Y;. 
A +ky;, A Yi” =1 Y;” 
+(X;2E3ici A X$+3&). 
cpW.+, is the conjunction of the first part above, this existential formula, and a very 
similar universal formula. cpS,+ i (xs,+ I ) says that x,,, is the first configuration in the 
computation -x,~ + 1, i.e., 
(3X,,+,,Xw,rY~,,Y~“,Yw,)(Xs”+I =d(&v”+I>XW”) 
A Ln+, =d(k,, .bt,, yw,) * YL&=~w,). 
%I + 1 (x,~ + , ) is defined in an analogous way. 
For n + 1~ i < 2n, cpW, (x,, ) is defined as 
(%_,, Xr,_,,Yw,_,,Yw,~,,Zw,,Zw,, l 2 l 2 &WY,“) 
(x,,=d(y~,,_,,y~,,_l,yw,) A Xf,-, =d(~~,-~>&) 
A XL, =d(yit+,>z&,) A Xw=d(Z;,,,Zim )AY Wo%Yki_I A YWO%YL) 
and cpS, (x,, ), for IZ + 1 < id 2n, is defined as 
(k4, XIV,> y~,~,,y~,_,,Xs,-l,Ywo)(Xs,=d(Xw,,X,~~) 
AX,i=d(y~,~,,y~i~,,yw,) 
A xs,-, =d(&, 2 xwn)). 
The definition of qr,(x,,) is analogous. 
Lemma 5.4. (1) Let 1 be an address in I(wi). Then 1 encodes a legal computation of M. If 
the third component of 1 is 3 (V), then all the states in the computation are existential 
(universal) states. 
(2) Let 1 be an address in Z(s,) with data(l)=(a, p), where adz and PEI(w,). Then 
/!I is the$rst conjiguration in the conjiguration sequence CC. 
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(3) Similarly, if 1 iS in I(ti), then fi is the last configuration in the sequence a. 
To complete the proof, we want I(w*) to be nonempty iff M accepts the empty 
input in time ~2” and k alternations. The formula (P~*(x,+) has the form 
(~vt,,)(VY~,,)...(QY~,,)~(x,*,),~,,,...,y~,n), 
where II/ is the conjunction of: 
(1) A formula that says that y,!,,, encodes a starting computation: 
(v.‘&,, xp,> Xvn_,> x,,)(%,, =d(Y:zn* Yw,) A x,,, =d(Xw,, xun-,, xu,) 
where start (.x0_ 1, x,,) is a large formula (but of size linear in n) that says that if xv,_ 1 is 
0 then the value xuz is the start symbol, and for other values of x,,_, , the value of x,, is 
the blank symbol. The details are straightforward. 
(2) A formula that says that yL2,, encodes an accepting computation: 
(vxfzn> xp,, xv,_ ,, &,)(x,z, =d(.&,~ _!‘k,) 
where accept (x,,) is the disjunction of x,, = d s over all accepting symbols s. 
(3) Y’,:,’ encodes a computation that continues the computation encoded by 
Y i,, such that, whenever one computation is universal, the other is existential: 
(Vxt,,, -L? XL, XL YL Y&V XIV) 
The last formula has k quantifiers, where k is cn. We have, therefore, constructed 
a query with alternation depth cn + c’, thus completing the proof. 
The reader should contrast the above theorem with Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 
4.1. The theorem shows that even though product nodes do not increase the data 
complexity of query evaluation, compared to the relational model, since product is 
essentially a first-order operation, they increase the expression complexity, since they 
enable us to write very succinct queries. 
5.2. Queries with power nodes 
Unlike the situation with data complexity, product depth does have a significant 
impact on expression complexity. We first consider queries with bounded power 
depth. 
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Theorem 5.5. For any k > 0, I> 0, and m 2 I+ 2: 
(1) If k is even, then the class Spewer-product (k, 1, m) is expression-complete for CL. 
(2) If k is odd, then the class V-power-product(k, 1, m) is expression-complete for II:. 
Proof. The upper bound is again similar to the data complexity proof, and we focus 
on the lower bound. We observe that the set of encodings of ATMs M such that 
M accepts the empty tape infr(n) steps and k alternations is complete for C:. We 
describe a logspace mapping of M into a query (on the empty database) such that the 
result of the query is nonempty precisely when M accepts the empty tape in J(n) 
steps and k alternations. Note that here also we do not have to deal with the 
input to M. 
The query schema consists of the nodes in Fig. 3. The domain D contains the 
numbers 0 and 1 and all of the symbols of M: 
(1) I(u,) contains addresses with the data values 0 and 1. 
(2) Z(u,) contains addresses with the symbols of M as data values. 
The formulas defining ui and u2 are straightforward disjunctions over the possible 
values. 
The machine M is allowed to take up tof;(n) steps. If vi is the product of n “copies” 
ofu,,andvi+, is the powerset of vi, it is clear that vi has fi(n) elements. A total order on 
vi is stored at the node v:, and is based on the order stored at the node VT_ 1. The order 
at VT is defined by cp,:(cp,.:), which is 
A Yv’, =d(d,, .. ..$) 
AZ&=J . 
1) 
Intuitively, the addresses in vi encode n-bit numbers, and cpU:(x,:) defines the standard 
order on these numbers. 
The definition of cp”;, . . , spur is identical to Theorem 4.2. We then define an order 
< as in that theorem, which also satisfies Lemma 4.3. 
The rest of the construction is almost identical to the construction in Theorem 4.2. 
We only have to change that part of the definition of universal(x,‘,, x?,, z,,) that deals 
with starting computations (clause 8), to say that the input tape is empty, instead of 
saying that it encodes the input to M. 0 
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Fig. 3. Query schema. 
We now look at expression complexity for queries with unbounded product depth. 
Theorem 5.6. For any k > 0 and 1> 0: 
(1) When k is even, the class 3-power(k, 1) is expression-complete for Cp ‘. 
(2) When k is odd, the class V-power(k, 1) is expression-complete for IIF ‘. 
Proof. The intuition behind this result is that using a stack of 1- 2 power nodes on 
top of a stack of n product nodes we can count up tofi(n). The schema is in Fig. 4. ur 
and u2 are defined as in Theorem 5.5. The nodes v 1, . . . , v, form a stack of product 
nodes of height n, where v, is a product of n “copies” of u1 , and vi is a product of 
n “copies” of vi- 1, for 1 <i Q n. Thus, v1 has 2” elements, v2 has 2”‘, etc. Therefore, v, 
has 2”” elements, which is greater thanf2 (n). The nodes u,, + 1, . . . , v, +[ _ 2 form a stack 
of power nodes. It follows that v, + I_ 2 has at least J(n) elements. The order on this 
node can be defined by a straightforward modification of the ideas in Theorem 5.1, 
and the rest of the query is then defined in an analogous way to Theorems 4.2 
and 5.5. q 
In [23] it was observed that expression complexity tends to be exponentially higher 
than data complexity. Here we see that the situation can be more complicated. For the 
classes Spewer-product(k, 1, m) and V-power-product(k, 1, m) we indeed have an ex- 
ponential gap. But for the classes +power(k, 1) and V-power(k, 1) we have a doubly 
exponential gap. 
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